Background
Introduction
Intellectual disability (ID) or mental retardation (MR) is a developmental disability characterized by significant limitations in both intellectual functioning and adaptive behavior. Its onset occurs before 18 years of age [1] , and its prevalence in the general population has been estimated at more than 1/100 [2] . ID can be classified as genetic or non-genetic depending on its etiology. The causes of genetic ID, which accounts for only 30% to 50% of all ID cases [3] , include chromosomal abnormalities (e.g. trisomy 21 syndrome), inherited genetic traits (e.g. fragile X syndrome) and single gene disorders (e.g. Prader-Willi syndrome) [4, 5] . However, the causes of non-genetic ID are not fully known. It is now suggested that the risk factors for non-genetic ID are extensive, and can be classified as prenatal, perinatal and neonatal factors according to the timing of suffering.
Numerous population-based studies have focused on specific non-genetic exposures as possible risk factors for ID. Many support the hypothesis that some prenatal (e.g. increasing maternal age, multiple gestation and maternal hypertension), perinatal (e.g. preterm birth and fetal distress) and neonatal (e.g. male sex, low birth weight and neonatal infection) exposures may increase the risk of ID [6, 7] . However, the overall conclusions of these studies are inconsistent. For example, some studies found that maternal hypertension increased the risk of ID [8, 9] , whereas others did not [10] [11] [12] . The aim of the present study was to perform a meta-analysis of all pertinent available data to determine whether prenatal, perinatal, and neonatal exposures affect the onset of ID.
Material and Methods

Study identification and selection
The study was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses criteria (PRISMA) as shown in S1 File. The PubMed and Embase databases were searched using following keywords and subject terms: "intellectual disability", "mental retardation", "ID", "MR" in combination with "prenatal", "pregnancy", "obstetric", "perinatal", "neonatal". The last search was updated on September 15, 2015. There was no language restriction. All studies were initially screened by reading the titles and abstracts, and the full-texts of potential studies were independently assessed for eligibility by two reviewers (Jichong Huang and Tingting Zhu), who discussed disagreements to reach a consensus.
To be included in our analysis, the study had to: (1) evaluate the association between prenatal, perinatal, or neonatal factors and risk of ID, (2) have a cohort, case-control, or cross-sectional design, and (3) report odds ratios (ORs) and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs) or other usable data. Studies were excluded if they: (1) did not eliminate the impact of genetic causes (e.g,. trisomy 21 syndrome, Prader-Willi syndrome and fragile X syndrome) on the risk of ID, (2) did not include a control group, or (3) overlapped with another study.
Data extraction
The following data were independently collected by two reviewers (Jichong Huang and Tingting Zhu) from each of the included studies: name of the first author, year of publication, the country in which the study was conducted, study design, age at diagnosis, total number of cases and controls, exposure assessment methods, outcome assessment methods, ID diagnostic criteria, and risk factors.
We only included risk factors that were evaluated in two or more studies. For each risk factor, we extracted the OR together with the 95% CI. When the OR was not provided in the study, we computed a crude OR.
Quality assessment
The methodological quality of each included study was independently assessed by two reviewers (Jichong Huang and Tingting Zhu) using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) [13, 14] . The quality score was evaluated based on three categories: group selection (four items), comparability between groups (one item), and outcome and exposure assessment (three items). And the maximum score was nine points. Studies were considered to be of high quality if they were scored above the median (> five points). Disagreements between the two reviewers were discussed until a consensus was reached.
Statistical analysis
A separate meta-analysis was conducted for each risk factor and the pooled OR was calculated by using the fixed-effects model (a P-value >0.10 indicated heterogeneity) or the randomeffects model (a P-value <0.10 indicated heterogeneity) [15, 16] . Heterogeneity among studies was assessed by using the chi-square and I 2 tests. Data were considered statistically heterogeneous if I 2 >50% and P was <0.1. Publication bias was assessed by conducting tests for funnel plot asymmetry [17] . Begg's test [18] and Egger's test [19] were also used to assess publication bias. The statistical tests were performed by using Review Manager 5.3 and STATA 12.0 software.
Results
Study selection and characteristics
A total of 1,263 studies (927 in PubMed and 336 in Embase) and an additional eight studies culled from other sources were identified after an initial search. After reading the titles and abstracts, 1227 studies were excluded for irrelevant to the prenatal, perinatal or neonatal factors and ID risk, and five studies were excluded because of duplication. After reading the full-texts of the remaining 39 studies, 22 studies were excluded because they did not assess the effect of genetic causes on the risk of ID (13 studies), did not include a control group (six studies), or lacked usable data (three studies). Consequently, our analysis ultimately included 17 studies with a total of 55,344 patients and 5,723,749 control individuals. The meta-analysis included 15 risk factors (12 prenatal, one perinatal, and two neonatal). The selection process is shown in Fig 1 , and the characteristics of each included study are presented in Table 1 .
Quality of the included studies
The methodological quality scores of the included studies ranged from four to seven points. The appraisal details are presented in S1 and S2 Tables. Ten of the 17 studies had scores of more than five points and were considered high quality. Variations in methodological quality may reflect in part the disproportionate inclusion of low-income families in some cohort studies [9, 10, 21, 23, 24] owing to the participation of these families in health insurance programs; consequently, middle-and upper-income families may have been underrepresented. In some case-control studies [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 31] , ID was only defined as intelligence quotient (IQ) 70, rather than via the diagnostic criteria of the International Classification of Diseases or the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. Moreover, because ID can begin before the age of 18 years, the follow-up time was insufficient in most cohort studies.
Prenatal, perinatal and neonatal risk factors Tables 2-4 list the prenatal, perinatal, and neonatal risk factors included in the meta-analysis, as well as the summary effect estimate (ORs) with 95% CI and the P-value for each factor.
The statistically significant prenatal risk factors identified in the meta-analysis were as follows: advanced maternal age (maternal age over 35) (OR, Table 2 ). There was heterogeneity among the individual studies for most outcomes excepting those for third or more parity (I 2 = 32%, P = 0.22), maternal tobacco use (I 2 = 0%, P = 0.53), and maternal asthma (I 2 = 0%, P = 0.75) ( Table 2) . Significant positive associations were also found between ID risk and preterm birth (a prenatal factor) (OR, 2.50; 95% CI, 1.38 to 4.53) and between ID risk and two neonatal factors: male sex (OR, 1.84; 95% CI, 1.64 to 2.07) and low birth weight (OR, 3.43; 95% CI, 2.25 to 5.32) ( Table 3 ). Individual studies were heterogeneous for both neonatal outcomes (I 2 = 93%, P <0.0001 for both) ( Table 3) .
Publication bias
Publication bias was assessed for the factors examined in the pooled analysis of more than two studies (Figs 2 and 3 ). Significant publication bias was found for maternal black race (Begg's test, P = 0.048; Egger's test, P = 0.006) and low maternal education (Begg's test, P = 0.022; Egger's test, P <0.001). 
Discussion
Identifying patients with a high risk of non-genetic ID is important for early detection and intervention of ID, which would benefit both clinical practice and public health. To our knowledge, this study is the first systemic review and meta-analysis of the relationship between prenatal, perinatal, and neonatal factors and the risk of ID. This meta-analysis included 17 cohort or case-control studies with a total of 55,344 patients and 5,723,749 control individuals. The factors strongly associated with ID risk were advanced maternal age (>35 years), maternal black race, low maternal education, third or more parity, maternal alcohol use, maternal epilepsy, preterm birth, male sex, and low birth weight. Other significant factors with a lower strength of association (risk estimates less than 1.5) were maternal tobacco use, maternal diabetes, maternal hypertension and maternal asthma. The fetus is highly susceptible to changes in maternal conditions. Risk factors such as maternal toxicant exposure and metabolic disorders can significantly affect the genetically programmed brain development of the fetus. Previous studies have shown that maternal tobacco exposure [32] , alcohol exposure [33] , diabetes [34] and hypertension [35] can result in abnormal brain development. These risk factors are therefore closely associated with intelligence development, as indicated by our meta-analysis. What's more, Mann et al. have demonstrated that pre-pregnancy obesity contributes to maternal metabolic disorders, and is also associated with significantly increased risk of ID in the children [21] . Therefore, more epidemiological studies in a variety of geographic groups are needed in the future to test the consistency and generalisability of this association.
Before the 21st century, advanced maternal age was considered to be >30 years. Several studies during that period investigated but could not confirm a relationship between maternal age and risk of ID owing to insignificant results [25, 26, 28] . In recent years, the maternal age at delivery has increased, and advanced maternal age has been redefined as >35 years. Our metaanalysis demonstrates a positive association between maternal age >35 years and the risk of ID. The father's age at the time the of child's birth is also increasing, and has been shown to correlate with ID risk [30] . However, most studies in our meta-analysis did not exclude the potential effects of this confounder. Further well-adjusted studies are needed and should explore the other cut-off criteria besides age over 35-year-old.
There were no significant associations between ID risk and young maternal age (under 20-year-old) or second parity. The reason may be the limited number of included studies and insufficient simple size. Young maternal age often indicates a low education level, which is also related to ID risk. However, some of the studies included in our meta-analysis did not control this confounder. Moreover, since young maternal age ranges from 16 to 20 years old [36, 37] , a more extensive age range should be taken into consideration in future investigations of ID risk. Two previous meta-analyses examined the relationship between IQ score and preterm birth [38, 39] . Both reported significantly lower IQ scores in preterm as compared with full-term infants, which is consistent with our results. In addition, Kerr-Wilson et al. reported a linear dose-response relationship between the IQ score and the gestation period: the IQ score decreased steadily for each 1-week decrease in the gestation period [38] . Similarly, it is worthwhile to determine whether this relationship exists even in ID cases with different severity levels. Therefore, further studies should be performed to investigate the associations between different gestational weeks and the severity of ID in preterm infants.
Some limitations of this meta-analysis should be addressed. First, several studies presented only crude ORs and did not adjust for other potential confounders, which might have resulted in overestimation of the association between risk factors and ID. Second, the heterogeneity among studies was noted in most risk factors. This heterogeneity resulted from the different diagnostic criteria of ID, age of diagnosis, sample size, and exposure or outcome assessment methods among studies. Moreover, the number of studies in each meta-analysis limited our ability to investigate these factors. Third, only published data were included in this analysis.
Conclusions
This systemic review and meta-analysis identified prenatal, perinatal and neonatal risk factors for ID. The findings of this study indicate that prenatal factors have been the focus for studies on ID risk. In the future, more studies that focus on perinatal and neonatal factors are required, and researchers should be encouraged to investigate combinations of factors to a further study on the mechanisms leading to ID. 
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